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Slovenia

The hot summer months of 2021 have 
been of significance to Slovenia: sports 
addicts celebrated Slovene champion Ta-
dej Pogačar winning the Tour de France 
already for the second time. This epic 
success came only two weeks after the 
country celebrated its 30th anniversary. 

Moreover, as of July, Slovenia took over 
EU Presidency for the second half of 2021. 
A critical period indeed, since the time 
to shape a post-Covid-EU has come. The 
task list for Prime Minister Janez Janša, 
whose increasingly authoritarian style  
has evoked criticism locally and abroad, 
is long and complex. 

In terms of GDP per capita in purchasing 
power standards, the small country with 
only 2 mn inhabitants has made it into 
the EU mid-range. As recent statistics 
show, the export-oriented economy is re-
covering well from the shockwaves con-

nected with the coronavirus outbreak. 
The beaches are packed and the cargo 
terminals hum. 

For this summer issue of GIS Press, we 
visited Slovenia and collected the latest 
news from the market. We are happy to 
feature an interview with Vid Slamič from 
KDD, the Slovenian central securities de-
pository, who confirmed that SRD II and 
CSDR implementation is  well under way.  
 
Also, we sat down with Harald Kreuz-
mair, Head of GIS at RBI, for a summer 
talk about the enormous potential that 
digitization bears for investment activity 
in a wider sense. He leaves no doubt that 
GIS is prepared for the Age of Tokens! 
 
Kind regards,
Bettina Janoschek
Head of Global Investor Services Sales,  
RM & Market Intelligence

Summer in Slovenia
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AT A GLANCE

The warehousing business is booming as 
well, making the logistics sector another 
important pillar of the economy. Once the 
second track of the Divača–Koper section, 
which is part of the Trans-European trans-
port network, will be finalized, international 
freight will move even faster. 

Hot M&A market
While the capital market in Slovenia is 
comparably small, M&A activity is swirling 
and has picked up further in the last few 
months. A report issued by the central bank 
calculated that foreign direct investment 
already in 2020 grew by 2.4% to EUR 16.6 
bn, although there were no sizable transac-
tions. So, what is behind that M&A boom? A 
number of successfully operating domestic 
companies have reached a size that made 
them look for funding abroad. The big 
deals, however, take place within the ban-
king sector, which appears in good health 
with cumulated profits leaping by 61% to 
almost EUR 105 mn during the first quarter 
of 2021.  The most recent news comes from 
Russian Sberbank, which announced to 
sell its Slovenian (and all other south-east-
European subsidiaries) to AIK Banka from 
Serbia. Less than a decade after entering 
the region, Sberbank withdraws for good. 
AIK Banka is not a newcomer to the market, 
since it bought Gorenjnska banka already a 
few years ago. 

In recent years, Hungarian companies have 
acquired a taste for Slovene assets. Nova 
KBM (NKBM), one the largest banks, was 
sold to OTP by US-based investment fund 

Apollo and EBRD at a suspected purchase 
price of EUR 1 bn. Subject to the approval of 
the supervising authorities, the transaction 
is expected to be closed next year. Notably, 
NKBM had just been merged with Abanka, 
which in the course of a privatization was 
acquired up by Apollo only in September last 
year. This is already OTP’s second take-over 
in Slovenia, after it had already purchased 
SKB Bank from Societe Generale in 2020. 
Combining all its bank holdings, OTP is set 
to become the largest player in the country. 

By the way, Hungarian investment is not 
only flowing into the banking sector. MOL, 
the Hungarian energy group bought the lo-
cal network of OMV petrol stations from the 
Austrian incumbent in June. OMV Slovenija 
and its 120 outlets changed their owner at a 
purchase price of EUR 301 mn.     

Government support (beach for all!)
To cushion the coronavirus-related econo-
mic damages, the government issued seve-
ral aid packages, with a new one underway.
In an effort to ease the pains of the hos-
pitality sector, which suffered badly from 
international travel-bans the government 
gave out dedicated vouchers to all citizens. 
The summer season 2020 on the coast and 
in the mountains (less so in the cities) was 
saved. In the meantime, the tourists from 
abroad have come back as well.  

Mensur Hodžić 
Head of GIS Croatia

Three decades after its founding as an 
independent state, Slovenia presents 
itself as a highly developed place with 
top living standards. The economy picks 
up after a heavy pandemic setback, and 
the outlook is promising. 

Slovenia’s diversified economy with its 
highly developed industrial sector is in an 
advantageous situation. Considering that 
80% of production go abroad, however, 
the recovery is strongly related to the well-
being of the buyer countries. This already 
shows in the strong performance of the 
manufacturing sector, which, according to 
the Statistics Office, surged by 22% in May 
over the year and even exceeded the pre-
crisis level.

According to the European Commission’s 
recent report, merchandize export prices 
are already back at regular levels. Com-
bined with private consumption and invest-
ments picking up, the EC projects the Slo-
venian economy to expand by 5.7% in 2021. 
The EBRD is slightly less optimistic, but still 
expects to reach 5%. Jobless rates are visib-
ly decreasing, and inflation is under control.   
It is worth noticing that Austria is by far 
Slovenia’s strongest business partner. 25% 
of all foreign direct investments can be at-
tributed to its northern neighbor. Although 
Raiffeisen Bank International is no longer 
maintaining an own banking network on 
the ground, we at Global Investor Services 
still have a strong presence in the market, 
which we cover out of Zagreb.

Hub function
Despite Slovenia's possessing a quite short 
piece of the Adriatic coastline, the Koper 
harbor plays an immense role as a Euro-
pean freight hub. It is, for instance, the 
most used seaport for deliveries from and 
to Austria. 

SLOVENIA
Growth from Alps
to coast
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TALKING POINT

Hari, how will digitization impact 
our business the investment sphere 
overall in the foreseeable future?
The new technologies will make inves-
ting much easier and immediate, but 
also cheaper. Thanks to an entirely new 
approach, investments will also be-
come more open to any kind of inves-
tor, no matter their affluence. Anybo-
dy can open a wallet and start making 
transactions, and it will cost you a lot 
less than today. 

Tokenization, which essentially is a 
digital representation of existing se-
curities that also allows their fractio-
nalization, makes securities with inac-
cessible price tags or denominations 
become available for smaller budgets. 
That may be equities such as Alphabet, 
Berkshire Hathaway or Lindt shares, 
a bond with a EUR 100,000 face value 
or even a piece of art. On top of that, 
the associated costs for the transac-
tion and for future safekeeping will be 
much lower. 

In an ideal digital scenario, every step 
along the process will be automated. 
By using smart contracts, many ele-
ments can be skipped, which makes 
the whole process much slimmer, resul-
ting in immediate settlement and lower 
operational risks.

How do you gauge the potential im-
pact of distributed ledger technolo-
gy in the post-trade space?
Tokenization eliminates the reconcilia-
tion phase. At the same time, it provi-
des transparency at any given time. 

Moreover, corporate actions can be 
self-executed, with no further manual 
intervention needed.

At RBI, we look to streamline the regis-
tration process for owners of funds or 
certificates by creating a fund register 
on a distributed ledger – also called 
blockchain - technology. This will enab-
le end investors to open their own pro-
prietary account at the asset manager 
level without intermediation. They can 
also opt whether to trade through por-
tals or become our direct clients bene-
fitting from the entire product spect-
rum of a bank including insurance and 
investment products. 

We are pretty advanced in terms of 
self-executing contracts, so that the 
next challenge will be their integration 
into the existing ecosystem.   

And what about security or compli-
ance concerns?
The smart contracts are based on open 
source, transactions are recorded ty-
pically on-chain which makes them 
transparent, immutable and battle-
proof. Hackers will have a hard time … 

The proper application of the techno-
logy is yet another topic, which keeps 
regulators all over the world busy. To 
avoid illicit trading, they are working 
out standards such as know-your-
customer screenings and anti-money-
laundering processes on the chain. 
Since records cannot be altered and 
remain there forever, authorities can 
screen the chain and movements bet-

How the investable universe will expand
Harald Kreuzmair, Head of Global Investor Services at RBI, spoke with GIS Press about life in the digital asset space and 
how on-chain technology will open entirely new perspectives.  

ween wallets at any time and will over 
time be able to identify relevant ca-
ses even if they were transacted on a 
pseudonymous basis. 

The safety of such investments inclu-
ding the approval frameworks and the 
handling of clients’ user keys is a prin-
cipal question, and I am confident that 
together with legal and compliance ex-
perts we will find viable solutions. 

Where does Europe stand in terms 
of regulation?
MiCA, the Markets in Crypto Assets 
regulation, is being worked out at EU 
level. It is, so to say, the MiFID for the 
world of digital assets with a strong 
focus on consumer protection. As a 
market user, I am delighted that MiCA 
will be a regulation and not a directive, 
because this way it will automatically 
become law in the member countries. 

In parallel, via the Pilot Regime Regula-
tion the CSDs will have the permission 
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to examine blockchain technology in 
their own infrastructures. 

MiCA will come into force sometime in 
2023, the Pilot Regime will end after 
5 years, so there is still a long time to 
go until we have a fully functional and 
comprehensive framework for digi-
tal assets and their infrastructure in 
the European Union. Who knows what 
will happen on the markets until then? 
However, I hope that we will ultimate-
ly find ourselves in a great and trusted 
digital infrastructure. 

What is the response of RBI, and in 
particular of the Global Investor 
Services division, to the rising de-
mand for digitized assets?
We are keen to become familiar with 
the technology to find ways to incorpo-
rate the new technologies in our exis-
ting banking world. This means that 
we educate coders how the securities 
business operates while we learn from 
them how to include our requirements 
into smart contracts. In fact, it is mind-
blowing how easy that is!  

RBI takes part in an interesting project 
launched by the Austrian National Bank 
to pave the way for launching an Aus-
trian government bond on-chain and 
making sure that this digital asset can 
also be efficiently applied in central 
banks’ open market operations and 
monetary policy transmission. 

For us at GIS, an early adopter of digi-
tization, the application of new tech-
nologies widens our horizon and has 
made us look beyond classic securities. 
We examine various use cases for toke-
nization, for example gold. 

How do you know your clients’ de-
mands in terms of digitization?
We make use of the time waiting for 
MiCA by conducting a “friends and fa-
mily” pilot with our owners within the 
Raiffeisen group to identify the needs 
of customers. We want to test products 
on-chain and examine how they can be 
linked with the existing banking infra-
structure and securities systems. 

We take it for granted that clients don’t 
want two different access channels, 
which means that the backend will 
need to integrate both worlds. 

But in any event, we as banks cannot 
offer any service of that kind without a 
regulatory framework in place. 

Will we still need GIS services 10-15 
years down the road?
Some of our readers may remember 
the mixed feelings we had about de-
materialization of assets two decades 
ago. There were serious doubts about 
abolishing coupon-cutting. 

The same will occur with digitization. We will 
ask ourselves why we never had it before. 

Our role has been ever-changing, and 
it will continue to change. The backof-
fice, for instance, will be more automa-
ted to some extent, but still living in a 
traditional world, some things cannot 
be taken over by machines. As soon as 
the legal and regulatory framework is 
in place, we will tokenize traditional 
securities, deep-freeze the reference 
assets thereby minimizing operational 
and systems efforts and conduct new 
transactions on-chain. This way invest-
ments will become much more affor-
dable, and the investable universe will 
massively expand leading to dramati-
cally higher activity and yet again, the 
need for skilled people.

As ever, client services and market in-
telligence will remain the features that 
make us stand out.  

In which way is digitization affec-
ting work at RBI overall?
I may gladly add that working in the 
digital asset space has had a positive 
impact on collaboration within our or-
ganization. The topic involves various 
departments of our Bank, and its na-
ture forces us into an agile approach, 
which I do enjoy.  

The Slovenian capital market

Centralna klirinško depotna družba 
(KDD), the Slovenian CSD, oversees 
a market with 20 system/sett-
lement members, of which 3 are 
from abroad. There are 413 issuers 
(500 ISINs). 
As of end of 2020, securities worth 
EUR 54,4 bn € were issued (with 
EUR 25,1 bn thereof being owned by 
non-residents). 56,690 transactions 
were settled, totalling EUR 40,4 bn. 
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Adjustments gaining momentum
The go-live date of SRD II in Slovenia is just around the corner, and CSDR implementation is following suit. In his interview with 
GIS Press, Vid Slamič, Director International Relations at the KDD, the Slovenian central depository, set out the current projects. 

Mr. Slamič, KDD’s operations were not 
affected by the pandemic, and the full 
span of its client services remained 
available without interruptions. What 
keeps you busy at the moment?
On the one hand, preparations to adapt to 
the new settlement discipline regime take 
momentum, on the other hand, we have 
launched KDD Digital, a digital ownership 
management platform powered by a per-
missioned distributed ledger technology. 
With KDD Digital, we offer issuers a user-
friendly tool lifting interactions with KDD 
to higher levels. 

How are you proceeding in terms of 
harmonization with EU Directives SRD 
II and CSDR? 
The transposition of SRD II into local le-
gislation, namely the Companies Act, was 
delayed also due to the pandemic af-
fecting the process of adoption. But the 
amendments were finally published in 
February and on 24 August the provisions 
of the law relating to the enforcement of 
requirements of SRD II will be fully applied. 

They relate to a number of corporate 
processes, i.e., shareholder identification, 
transmission of the general meeting 
notice, entitlement confirmation, notice 
of participation of shareholders in gene-
ral meetings, confirmation of receipt and 
recording/counting of votes and trans-
mission of information on corporate 
events other than general meetings. 

On that day, supplemented, upgraded 
and standardized instruments will be put 
into use, allowing issuers, intermediaries, 
and investors to communicate far more 
efficiently. 

The new settlement discipline regime, 
based on CSDR requirements and in de-
tail defined in ECSDA’s Settlement Disci-
pline Framework, awaits introduction as 
of February 2022. To that end, we have 
scheduled intense preparatory activities 
with members, workshops and testing 
for September. 

What is KDD’s general approach to the 
digitization of the securities business? 
Digitization is a keyword in today’s KDD 
business. We started introducing distri-
buted ledger and block chain solutions 
into specific services, namely KDD Digital, 
about a year ago with further functiona-
lities being developed. 

Only minor KDD operations and inter-
actions with clients still require manual 
work. And only few are manually execu-
ted with the sole intention to ease ope-
rations for some small-scale customers 
unable to upgrade their own operations 
to an entirely digital environment. The 
vast majority of KDD operations are 
standardized, in line with international 
business norms, and digitized. 

The government’s plans to mer-
ge eight regulators into two major 
agencies failed in parliament a few 
months ago. What is your view on the 
fragmented regulatory landscape? 
From KDD’s perspective, any change in 
the national regulator network may be 
beneficial only if it results in synchroni-
city and unification of their operations. 
Fragmentation usually results in a du-
plication of work as well as non-uniform 
requirements. 

KDD, however, strongly supports the re-
gulatory initiative for prolonging the 
CSDR revision interval to at least 3 years.  

What, in your opinion, needs to be 
done to make the market more at-
tractive and boost liquidity? 
I would highlight increasing the supply 
through privatizations and new issues. 
Moreover, I consider employee share op-
tion schemes and bonus issues quite im-
portant. All of this would have to be com-
plimented by a more attractive taxation 
policy. The first foreign ETF coupons were 
registered with the KDD recently. We will
continue to offer full support to foreign
companies when issuing their instru-
ments in Slovenian market.

TALKING POINT
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The Network Forum and the crypto conundrum 
In our industry, the run-up towards summer season is traditionally reserved for one big event – The Network Forum. One of the 
major discussion points this year was how to converge the world of crypto assets with traditional securities services.  

Raiffeisen Bank International once 
again was a proud sponsor of this all-
important conference. After last year’s 
highly successful virtual premiere, the 
2021  edition of the Network Forums An-
nual Meeting in the cyberspace was al-
most routine. Anything but routine was 
our business context after 15 months of 
ground-breaking changes. 

A conference panel came to the conclu-
sion that one the positive aspects the 
home-office-mode brought along is the 
new approach to managing client relati-
onships. Client contact is no longer pre-
set by business trips but became much 
more immediate. 

ESG – the self-experiment
ESG-topics have been trending and even 
came upon us in our everyday work lives 
(and without contracting highly paid 
consultants). The virtual realm disrupted 
traditional hierarchies and included dif-
ferent cultures, since on a screen everyo-
ne appears equally close and prominent.

As far as our clients’ ESG compliance is 
concerned, participants agreed that the 
investor services specialists of a bank 
will increasingly play an advisory role. 

RBI’s experts Karolina Gre-
gor and Jörg Bayer in RBI’s 
expo booth stated that 
Central and Eastern Euro-
pe is picking up in terms of 
sustainability, also driven 
by the market and investor 
demand. 

How to settle crypto as-
sets?
The pace of the develop-
ment of crypto assets has 

surprised all observers. Since banks better 
had answers to their clients’ requests how 
to get access to this world, their custody 
departments have become an ever more 
important pillar. 

Harald Kreuzmair, Head of Global Investor 
Services at RBI, emphasized that RBI has 
started researching crypto assets 1.5 years 
ago and has, among other tokenized an 
existing RBI green bond in a sandbox en-
vironment.

His fellow speakers on a panel 
that investigated the impacts 
of crypto currencies on the 
whole value chain, agreed that 
they require everything new, 
be it regulation, staff, systems, 
products, KYC and anti-money 
laundering procedures, even 
tax. 

The fragmentation of the 
market, which is driven by 
countless independent devel-
opers, poses another problem. 
But with financial institutions increasingly 
entering the scene, it is gaining stability. 
Although the blockchain applications are 
about to transform Europe, its regulation – 

Switzerland excluded - lags behind.  

Another great event
RBI also dwelled on the advancement of 
digitization in some key markets. Evgenia 
Klimova and Rustam Gadeev presented 
the latest news from Uzbekistan, Arme-
nia and Azerbaijan and Mensur Hodzic 
and Andrei Mezdrea delivered updates 
on Croatia, Romania and Slovenia. 

Caroline Willburger and Anita Fröch in 
their expo booth presented the Global 
Investor Gate as a 24/7 access to market 
intelligence and securities accounts. 

The Network Forum was a welcome 
occasion to take a step back and tho-
roughly assess the state of the industry. 
Andrew Barman and his splendid team 
made the impossible happen and put to-
gether a fabulous event, no matter the 
setting. 

Although, deep inside, we all hope to be 
seeing each other in person one year 
from now (at the very latest)!

Bettina Janoschek
Head of Global Investor Services Sales,  
RM & Market Intelligence

THE NETWORK FORUM
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MARKET ROUNDUP

Spotlight news
RS: New in the GBI-EM
Serbia's dinar-denominated bonds 
were included in the J.P. Morgan 
Government Bond Index - Emerging 
Markets (GBI-EM) and J.P. Morgan 
Government Bond Index - Aggrega-
te (GBI-AGG) indexes. The GBI-EM is 
a comprehensive emerging market 
debt benchmark that tracks local 
currency bonds issued by emerging 
market governments. It is limited to 
countries that are readily accessible 
and where foreign investors face no 
impediments. 

New functionalities at Depozitarul Central 

The Bucharest Stock Exchange CSD, Depozitarul Central (DC), 
will have new the new functionalities which will become 
available still this year. Both an upgrade of the settlement 
and registry functions will become effective until the end of 
the third quarter, once the testing and implementation will be 
completed.

ROMANIAAndrei Mezdrea, Head of GIS Romania

1. Risk management and sanctions mechanism
The implementation of the CSDR settlement discipline regulation (SDR) will take place in 
two phases, finalizing as of February. The possibility to postpone transactions not settled 
at the intended settlement date for two working days (deferred period), to allow the parti-
cipant to match instructions for the respective transaction. The risk management measu-
res will be executed after the deferred period, for another two business days.

� Participants will be allowed to send instructions for allocation and OTC transactions two 
days after the intended settlement date;

� In case the transaction will not settle after the deferred period, imposed buy-in / sell-out 
transactions will be initiated by DC, to cover the net settlement transactions. In case the 
buy-in is unsuccessful, the uncovered transaction will be cancelled. Purchase transac-
tions for which the sell-out process does not produce enough funds will be settled with 
the contribution of the DC’s Guarantee Fund. Unsettled gross settlement transactions 
will be cancelled by DC after the postponed settlement date.

� DC participants causing the use of the Guarantee Fund or the cancellation of a transac-
tion will be suspended for a 5 to 30 business days interval.

� A further development, scheduled for February 2022, will institute a cash sanctions 
system for the failed transactions, while for potentially failing transactions the gra-
ce period will be extended to 4 – 15 working days, based on the SDR provisions.

New rules for the DC Guarantee Fund will be implemented, with settlement limits calcu-
lated by DC for its participants based on fixed and variable contributions paid by the CSD 
members.

� The fixed contribution will be paid in cash, will be equal for all participants and shall be 
deposited with the CSD prior to activating of the participant access.

� The variable contribution, consisting of both cash and government bonds, adjusted 
daily, will be the resource of the settlement limit granted to the participant and moni-
tored in DC’s system, Arena Post Trading.

� The settlement limit will be applicable to all direct participants for the net settlement 
transactions executed on Bucharest Stock Exchange except for cross, buy-in/sell-out 
and public offering market transactions.

� The CSD will calculate a replacement cost, to be supported by the party causing the 
cancellation of a transaction due to failure to comply the settlement obligations, as the 
difference between the initial value of the transaction and its updated value on the day 
when the cancellation applies, taking into consideration the reference price valid on the 
day when the transaction in cancelled. 
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ROMANIA

� DC will estimate the replacement cost as the settlement value multiplied with the ma-
ximum price variation calculated based on the variations between daily reference price 
of each financial instrument and the reference price registered 3 business days earlier, 
for an observation period of 5 years prior to trade date.

2. Implementation of ISO20022 standards for disclosure reports
DC has announced its plans to implement the ISO20022 standards for the shareholders 
disclosure process, as of the third quarter of 2021. 

� The new channel will be optional; participants willing to switch to ISO20022 standards 
will have to request DC for access to the new functionality. Once a participant opted for 
the new setup, all communications will be conducted through “xml-seev” files.

� The current disclosure system, comprising of “txt” files transfer to the CSD by the par-
ticipants will be maintained with several changes driven by the Second Shareholders 
Rights Directive standards, e.g. the generalisation of the use of the LEI code, introduc-
tion of “Shareholder Rights Directive Indicator” - mentioning whether the request was 
initiated by the first intermediary in the custody chain in accordance with SRD II. 

� The new channel will be tested by the market community starting August and CSD par-
ticipants will be permitted to implement the new communication channel gradually.
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Why can’t Slovenia's inhabitants play the 
accordion? Because it is impossible to 
hold the instrument and your passport in 
one hand at the same time. A flute takes 
up less space for sure. 

The world’s oldest musical instrument, a 
60,000-year-old flute produced by the 
Neanderthals, was found in a mountain 
cave in the country’s northwest. Made 
from a junior bear’s thighbone, it has 
holes that experts recognized as man-
made.  
  
Visitors of Maribor will have the chance to 
admire the world’s oldest grape vine. At 
its noble age of 450 years, the steady red 
Žametovka grape has survived many 
hardships from Ottoman sieges to world 
wars, fires and diseases. It carries fruit up 
until today, which makes its harvest a 
feast that is celebrated each year.  
 
Bee research
Modern bee-keeping traces back to the 
Slovenian apiarist and trained painter 
Anton Janša (Germanized Janscha). Int-
rigued already as a child by the benefici-
ent swarms that his father kept in hives in 
the Slovenian mountains, he became a 
renowned expert and lecturer and was 
even promoted to consult Empress Maria 
Theresia’s court in Vienna for apicultural 
questions.

His significance for modern agriculture is 
in reshaping and re-stacking the blocks in 

MADE IN

an efficient way. His native village Brezni-
ca that still exposes one of his landmark 
beehives has become a place where in-
ternational apiarists meet. World Bee 
Day on 20 May was introduced in refe-
rence to Mr. Janša’a birthday back in 
1734.

Engineering marvels
As much as the Slovenes seem to celebra-
te life in their fertile surroundings, a num-
ber of stalwart inventions can be attribu-
ted to them as well. The famous Puch 
brand, for example, which is entangled 
with transportation, ranging from bicyc-
les to motors and military wheelers. It 
leads to its founder Janez Puh 
(Germanized Johannes Puch), a 
talented mechanic and cyclist. 
He left his native village Juršinci 
for Graz, where he founded 
his first bicycle workshop. 
Over time, he expanded his 
business and ventured into 
building motors and eventu-
ally small cars. Soon after his 
death in 1914, ironically after 
visiting a horse race, the com-
pany merged with Daimler Mo-
toren and later with Steyr-Werke. 

Franc Trkman, a genious brain 
who invented countless impor-
tant items such as watertight 
windows and balcony doors, 
would probably have traces back 
to a millionaire had he lived abroad. Alas, 

Where archaeologists and the
UFO community meet

the socialist government that had no 
sense of private (intellectual) property, 
kept Mr. Trkman more or less invisible.

A more widely known technical brain was 
Herman Potočnik, an UFO specialist who 
was better known under his psydonym 
Noordung. His followers meet in the mu-
seum that stages his work in Vitanje, a 
village north of Celje. 

Mensur Hodžić
Head of GIS Croatia

Charming jokes about Slovenia often point to the country’s size. As small as it is, its people have left it with a rich legacy.

                    source: wikipedia
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